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Abstract
Since 2008, Europe has been shaken by an ongoing crisis. If relevant parts of populations are exposed to socioeconomic risks, it is a distinctive characteristic of European political ethics that they must not be left alone, but should be subject to support and solidarity by budget support policy, economic development policies and
social policy at different levels. But, in analogy with medical and psychological findings, some parts of the vulnerable population, although experiencing the same living
conditions as others, are developing resilience, which in our context means that they
perform social, economic and cultural practices and habits which protect them from
suffer and harm and support sustainable patterns of coping and adaption. This resilience to socioeconomic crises at household levels is the focus of the project. It can
consist of identity patterns, knowledge, family or community relations, cultural and
social as well as economic practices, be they formal or informal. Welfare states,
labour markets and economic policies at both macro or meso level form the context
or ‘environment’ of those resilience patterns. For reasons of coping with the crisis
without leaving the common ground of the implicit European social model (or the
unwritten confession to the welfare state) under extremely bad monetary conditions
in many countries, and for reasons of maintaining quality of life and improving social
policy, it is a highly interesting perspective to learn from emergent processes of resilience development and their preconditions. Thus, the main questions are directed
at understanding patterns and dimensions of resilience at micro-/household level in
different types of European member and neighbour states accounting for regional
varieties, relevant internal and external conditions and resources as well as influences on these patterns by social, economic or labour market policy as well as legal
regulations.
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Zusammenfassung
Seit 2008 sieht sich Europa mit einer andauernden Wirtschaftskrise konfrontiert.
Grundsätzlich ist es ein Charakteristikum der politischen Ethik in Europa, unterstützend und solidarisch einzugreifen, wenn relevante Teile der europäischen Bevölkerung vermehrt sozioökonomischen Risiken ausgesetzt sind. Maßnahmen im Rahmen von Haushaltspolitik, Sozialpolitik und Wirtschaftsförderung auf verschiedenen
Ebenen sollen Teilhabe sichern und bedrohte Gruppen vor dem sozialen Abstieg
bewahren. Dies geschieht in unterschiedlichem Ausmaß, mit unterschiedlichen Strategien und mit unterschiedlichem Erfolg – und hier ist festzuhalten, dass es den
vielzitierten ‚Paradigmenwechseln‘ in der Sozialpolitik bislang nicht gelungen ist, das
Ausmaß an Armut und Vulnerabilität in Europa in großem Umfange zu verringern.
Auf der anderen Seite kann – anlehnend an Erkenntnisse aus Medizin und Psychologie – festgestellt werden, dass innerhalb gefährdeter Personengruppen, die in
vergleichbaren Lebensverhältnissen leben, kritische Lebensereignisse höchst unterschiedlich verarbeitet werden. So gelingt es manchen Haushalten und Familien,
trotz erschwerter Rahmenbedingungen soziale, ökonomische und kulturelle Praktiken und Gewohnheiten auszubilden, die sie vor tieferen Leiden und Schaden schützen und ihnen eine nachhaltige Bewältigung und Anpassung an gegebene Herausforderungen ermöglichen. Die Erforschung solcher Praktiken der Resilienz in Privathaushalten als Antwort auf die Erfahrung sozioökonomischen Krisensituationen ist
Gegenstand des Forschungsprojektes. Dabei werden sowohl Identitätsmuster, Wissensstrukturen, familiale oder kommunale Beziehungsnetzwerke, kulturelle und soziale wie auch ökonomische Praktiken in die Analyse mit einbezogen, seien sie formeller oder informeller Art. Wohlfahrtsstaaten, Arbeitsmärkte und Wirtschaftspolitiken sowohl auf der Makro- wie auch auf der Mikroebene bilden den Rahmen oder
die ‚Umwelt‘ für derartige Muster von Resilienz. Das Forschungsprojekt ermöglicht
die Analyse dieser Rahmenbedingungen sowie die Beantwortung der Frage, warum
bestimmte Personen resiliente Verhaltensmuster in Krisenzeiten entwickeln können,
anderen Haushalten dies jedoch nicht gelingt. Im Rahmen dessen wird sowohl auf
die schwierige monetäre Situation einer Vielzahl europäischer Länder, als auch auf
die Aufrechterhaltung der Lebensqualität und die Weiterentwicklung der Sozialpolitik
Bezug genommen, ohne hierbei den gemeinsamen Ausgangspunkt eines impliziten
europäischen Sozialstaatsmodells (oder das ungeschriebene Bekenntnis zum Sozialstaat) zu ignorieren. Die zentralen Fragestellungen beziehen sich daher auf ein
tieferes Verständnis der Strukturen und Ausprägungen von Resilienz auf der Haushalts- bzw. Mikroebene verschiedener Typen von EU-Mitglieds- und Nachbarstaaten, die darüber hinaus regionale Besonderheiten aufweisen. Darüber hinaus werden interne und externe Bedingungen und Ressourcen von Resilienz ebenso untersucht wie Einflüsse der Sozial-, Wirtschafts- und Arbeitsmarktpolitik und der gesetzlichen Grundlagen.
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1 Introduction
From March 2014 to February 2017 the Institute for Employment Research (IAB) in
cooperation with University of Silesia (Poland), Universidad Complutense de Madrid
(Spain), University of Hertfordshire (United Kingdom), Panteion University of Social
and Political Sciences (Greece), Middle East Technical University (Turkey), University of Lapland (Finland), National University of Ireland Maynooth (Ireland) and University Institute of Lisbon (Portugal) will undertake the collaborative research project
“Patterns of Resilience during Socioeconomic Crises among Households in Europe”
(RESCuE) within the 7th Framework Programme funded by the European Commission. 1
This report 2 is intended to document the underlying considerations and concepts of
the project. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the core concepts and project objectives.
Chapter 3 deals with the progress beyond the state-of-the-art. Chapter 4 presents
the considerations for country selection as well as a description of the countries.
Chapter 5 addresses the work packages in detail which constitute the work program
of the RESCuE-project. This IAB Research Report ends with a brief outlook in
Chapter 6.

2 Concept and project objectives
Since 2008, Europe has been going through some turbulent times with an ongoing
crisis, like many other parts of the world. Initially, the instabilities appeared as if they
were local phenomena, contained within a few countries. After the collapse of Lehman Brothers, it soon became evident that they would spread wider to affect the
global economy as a whole. The counteractive sectoral and macroeconomic interventions pursued since then (e. g. government bailouts of banks and monetary expansion) have transformed the financial crisis into a public debt crisis. This socialised the debt of distressed financial institutions and privatised the gains associated
with these policies (Stiglitz 2011). The policy prescriptions to solve the sovereign
debt crisis in Europe have largely been based on austerity measures involving severe cuts in public employment and government spending, including the social policy budgets. The deep economic recession and rising unemployment (especially
among the youth) are now threatening the progress towards an enhanced political
and economic integration of the European Union and her neighbours and partners.
Across the Union, the crisis has presented itself, at least, in a fourfold manner: Mediterranean states like Spain and Greece are facing a heavy economic and social crisis with episodes of, in some cases, political turmoil. Ireland and Portugal, heavily

1

2

The RESCuE project is a part of a relatively new IAB research strand, focusing on life
circumstances of citizens in poverty and long term unemployment, which was established
in the wider context of the 2005 German welfare reforms and since then is enhancing the
IAB’s legal research tasks.
This report is meant to give an outline and overview on the concepts and structure of the
RESCuE project, while results will be an issue of later reporting.
IAB-Forschungsbericht 5/2014
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affected as well, have quietly started adapting. Others, like Germany and Poland, as
well as the EU’s neighbours, like Turkey, do not seem to have been heavily affected,
although some of their regions and parts of their populations still bear traces and
scars from recent socioeconomic changes – and are facing a rise in social inequality. A fourth group of countries (e. g. United Kingdom (UK), Finland or France) has
encountered recessive developments, which show differences along sectors, areas
or occupations. Most countries mentioned, no matter how they are performing generally, have some sectors and regions where socioeconomic crisis has been a historical problem (e. g. former mining or manufacturing regions of the UK or in Poland,
in north-eastern Germany or Greece, in Turkey’s Kurdish regions and in Lapland).
Affording support for any population that is exposed to socioeconomic risks is a distinctive characteristic of European political ethics. This support is usually provided
through social policy and economic development instruments at different levels, for
different target groups and with different outcomes and results. What is intriguing is
that, analogous to the findings in medical and psychological literature, some vulnerable households can be observed to be developing resilience by performing social,
economic and cultural practices and habits that effectively protect them from greater
suffering and provide sustainable patterns of coping and adaption, with less than
expected or completely without welfare state interventions. This household-level
resilience to hardship and socioeconomic crises, about which not much is known at
present, is of main interest for RESCuE. It can consist of identity patterns,
knowledge, family or community relations, other cultural and social as well as economic resources and practices, be they formal or informal, tacit or explicit. Welfare
states, labour and other markets and economic policies at both macro and meso
levels form the context or ‘environment’ of those resilience patterns, which may be
enabling, restrictive, neutral or even practically absent.
The RESCuE project is based on the following understandings:

▪

▪

Governments and welfare-state institutions are not the only mechanisms to provide safety nets against the impact of the socioeconomic crisis. Citizens, their
families and households should not be treated as passive social agents who are
exposed to unemployment and poverty. Neither should they be considered as
passive recipients of benefits from a shrinking welfare state under crisis. At
least some of them have access to materially useful assets and resources that
have been developed over time, such as knowledge, social networks, strategies, habits and practices that save them from deprivation or reduce their exposure to socioeconomic hardship. Resilience of families and households depends on these accumulated resources.
Socioeconomic resilience of households is still almost a blank spot of scientific
investigation, but the results of such investigation may be crucial for welfare
states to develop innovative approaches for maintaining the inclusive principles
of the European social model under difficult economic conditions.
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▪

▪

Resilience research in all scientific disciplines suggest that the resilient part of
the investigated population may be higher than expected, but certainly not all,
and quite likely not even the majority of individuals or households are resilient.
In the context of European social ethics, this means that resilience is not an alternative but a complement to the welfare state or a new field of action for it.
The ability of welfare states to combat increasing poverty in times of deep recession is limited. Their reforms from workfare to activation have not had broadly positive effects for reducing poverty and socioeconomic risks and may even
have contributed to exacerbating it. Furthermore, their abilities are heavily under
threat from public budget cuts and debt crises and economic slowdown. Despite
this, the crisis could also open an opportunity for the institutions of welfare
states to learn from the resilience of their citizens, families and households and
find new ways of reducing socioeconomic risks, supporting households in their
respective practices by creating a positive political framework, and providing aid
to those without means of resilience.

Therefore, the main objective of RESCuE will be to identify and understand the specific resilience practices of different households at risk and analyse the conditions
they require within and around themselves and the institutions, markets and regulations they interact with. This research will be carried out with a comparative focus,
involving countries with different welfare state models, rural and urban areas, different types of households and gender, ethnicity and class intersectionalities (Anthias
2005). The investigation will also cover the respective households’ internal and external resources and relations, such as family property, knowledge and practices,
intra-family relations, their local embedding in communities, neighbourhoods and
networks as well as their interactions with governmental and non-governmental welfare institutions.

2.1 Core concepts
2.1.1 Poverty – vulnerability – risk exposure
RESCuE starts with the viewpoint that the main risk for vulnerable households, especially in times of crisis, is that their economic resources, mainly from employment
or small-scale business, are depleted, which may lead into poverty, restrict exits
from poverty or extend the duration of poverty, with serious consequences for individuals, households and social cohesion. Here it is necessary to start with a clear
definition of poverty. Most concepts of poverty operate at a very general level (Lister
2004). Commonly, it is defined as households having less than 60% of the median
equivalence net household income. This definition, used by many national governments and supranational authorities, has at least two problems. First, in focusing
just on monetary income, it provides no deeper insights into other dimensions of
poverty and neglects nonmonetary gains and resources. Second it is statistically
linked with income developments in the richer parts of the population. Thus, the
poverty line may shift without much change in poor households’ actual living situation. Thus, income-based statistical measurements of relative poverty do not always
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reflect the status of households in terms of their actual deprivations. Partly as a response to this weakness in the relative poverty measures, the concept of deprivation
has entered the public policy and academic debates. This alternative measure is
based on a large number of specific indicators of deprivation, such as inability to
keep one’s own accommodation warm, not having two pairs of allweather shoes, not
having a holiday for a week at least once a year, for children not being able to swim
at least once a month etc. (Cribb et al. 2012). Georg Simmel demonstrated that
poverty is a specific relation between society and the poor. Starting with an individual self-perception of poverty, which is defined simply as having far less than one’s
respective peers, he argued that being poor in a social sense calls for support from
society (Simmel 1906). In this approach, poverty is both a specific perception of the
self and a perception of and by the others in society. For identifying poverty, RESCuE will combine formal measurements with the social perception of poverty that is
relevant in the respective national and local discourses. This means that 3 poverty
may mean something different from one place to another. But the common official
supranational or national definitions of poverty are also part of the discourse which
RESCuE will have to take into account in searching for practices of resilience. The
question of resilience in socioeconomic crises, moreover, makes it necessary not
only to look at the households that are actually in poverty, but also at those which
are vulnerable to it: at the fringe of poverty or at risk of it. If resilience practices are
successfully keeping these household out of actual poverty or protecting them from
getting deeper into it, then they can provide a rich source of information.
Households in the RESCuE view are also defined in two ways: First, according to
economics and social statistics, a household is defined as a local unit of residence
where one or more persons live, and, in the case of persons cohabitating, they
share at least accommodation and part of their social and economic life, as indicated, for instance, by common meals. Second, this concept both overlaps with and
differs from the concept of family as a basic form of human group living, with at least
two persons with close intimate relations (for instance a couple, or a child/parent),
but can also be understood in a much broader sense, from three-generational to
‘patchwork’ families, plurilocal families, or families which include wider kinship,
whether or not in cohabitation. Other non-familial household patterns include (partly)
dependent households of young or elder persons or cohabitation forms which are
based on relations with lower or no intimacy or kinship, such as students’ shared
households, asylums, hospitals or military premises. RESCuE will make parallel (but
not synonymous) use of the concepts of ‘household’ and ‘family’ according to the
specific context, but making a clear distinction between these two concepts.

3

It is widely discussed throughout Europe that the past two decades‘ labour market and
social policy reforms have contributed to an increase in precarious employment, see pars
pro toto Castel (1997); Castel/Dörre (2009); Andreß/Lohmann (2008).
IAB-Forschungsbericht 5/2014
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2.1.2 Resilience
The concept of ‘resilience’ has risen rapidly to prominence and is now even a major
catchword of the 2013 World Economic Forum in Davos 4. RESCuE will use a heuristic definition of resilience. That is, some households when exposed to socioeconomic risks, perform social, economic and cultural practices and habits in mobilising
economic, social or cultural resources which protect them from suffering and hardship and support sustainable patterns of coping and adaption. The current social
research and literature on resilience during socioeconomic crises is very thin, with
the exception of community resilience research (Batty/Cole 2010). The discourse on
resilience in the context of poverty has partly emerged as a reaction to the approaches that presented the disadvantages of the poor and vulnerable as if they had
no control over circumstances. This, in the view of Canvin et al (2009), created an
expectation of failure. Hence, the term resilience has been used to reflect more positive accounts of poverty and vulnerability where individuals turn crisis into opportunities (Harrow 2009), create positive changes from setbacks and survive multiple
pressures. Batty and Cole (2010), while recognising the risk of ‘burnout’, identify
three elements in their study of biographies of resilience: Building up family and social networks; developing self-esteem through training or employment; and juggling
the budget.
The concept of resilience was first used in the humanities and social sciences in
psychological studies, first on concentration camp survivors, then on child poverty
and abuse, where it is still actively used (Frankl 1959 5; Eitinger 1964; Werner 1977;
Rutter 1999; McMurray et al. 2008). It then spilled over not only into neuropsychology (Greenberg 2006) but also into other psychological fields such as the adaptive
abilities of individuals (Butler et al. 2007; Bonanno 2004) or communities in psychology (Norris et al. 2008; Luthar and Zelazo 2003). Most of this work emphasises the
role of social resources for developing resilience (Nettles/Mucherah/Jones 2000).
Outside psychology, some early research on the resilience of technical and ecological systems exists (Holling 1973). There is one binational study, mainly on welfare
state effects on health developments in poverty, with some side results on resilience
(Jones et al. 2006). A considerable body of research exists on resilience in the spatial sciences, e. g. concerning the economic resilience of regions (Simmie and Mar-

4

5

See The Globe and Mail 25/01/13. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-onbusiness/internationalbusiness/world-economic-forum-creating-a-dynamic-resilientworld/article7564083/
Victor Frankl, a psychiatrist who survived three Nazi concentration camps and wrote
about it is recognised as the discoverer of resilience, although he did not use the term
explicitly as far as we know. The case of Frankl demonstrates, that phenomena of resilience surely may exist, while the concept does not necessarily have to. This denotes resilience as an interpretament or a scientific narrative connected to a class of phenomena
which possibly can or could have been conceptualised otherwise. Therefore, a history of
resilience should for sure in the first order be a history of the concept of resilience, in the
second order be a reinterpretation of historical phenomena under the concept of resilience. The second one has to be seen methodologically quite problematic, which may be
one reason why there is no ‘history of resilience’ so far.
IAB-Forschungsbericht 5/2014
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tin 2010), the resilience of cities against disaster (Manyena 2006), terrorism
(Coaffee/Wood/Rogers 2009), in planning studies (Xiao and Zandt 2012), on environmental issues and in resilient urban planning (Raco and Street 2012). Adger
(2000) has demonstrated that insights gained on socio-ecological resilience can also
be used for socioeconomic resilience and vice versa. His definition of social resilience as “the ability of groups or communities to cope with external stresses and
disturbances as a result of social, political and environmental change” (Adger 2000:
347) is an important reference point for RESCuE.
It is sometimes stated that definitions of resilience are vague and hard to operationalise (Luthar et al. 2000; Mohaupt 2008). In our opinion, the problem is less one of
vagueness than of considerable differences in defining resilience: Does it simply
mean the ability to undergo a successful adaption to critical external factors and
cope with change? Does it mean being able to resist changeful impacts? Or does it
mean the ability to jump back into the initial state after being thrown off balance or
stressed by a single or repeated event? All these possibilities are suggested not
only the semantic origins of the word but also by definitions from current or previous
technological, ecosystems and neuropsychological research. Should resilience research following those approaches, look only at individual and group factors enabling resilience to certain specified negative external conditions? 6 Or should it include within its analysis the mutual influences between individual factors and conditions of the closer and wider socioeconomic, cultural and natural framework? The
RESCuE project will include individual and structural factors in a heuristic perspective on resilience: The concepts of ‘adaption’ and ‘coping’, which go beyond the
simple concept of ‘jumping back’ make it possible to conceive of external factors as
non-influentiable powers and put the necessity for adaption onto individuals and
micro-social groups. This will be counterbalanced by also investigating the structural
conditions under which the households act. This makes it possible to include within
the analysis the reverse influence of micro actors through resistance and participation as complementary parts of our concept of resilience. This approach also makes
it possible to go beyond a definition of resilience as the ability to simply resist crises;
it also acknowledges that people are affected by the changes that take place. Therefore, resilience as we understand it, means that the social entities adapt to, cope
with or resist changes and critical conditions, by mobilising both their own resources
and external resources of different kinds under given and changing structural
frameworks through their own strategies, practices and habits, which may either

6

Resilience is criticized for being an individualistic concept without referring to structural
forces and is therefore supportive with a neoliberal political agenda. It also argued this
perspective overemphasises peoples’ resilient abilities while the hidden costs of resilience are undervalued (Harrison 2012).
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lead to change of the social entity or not, but, in any way, leads to a better 7, if not
stable or sustainable situation under critical or worsening conditions.
Another issue that conceptually complicates the question of citizens’ resilience is the
welfare state. Since the mid-19th Century, historical developments have created
collective systems of buffering socioeconomic risks through various forms of welfare
provision. And, despite significant variations between European countries (see
Esping-Andersen 1990 and the subsequent broad debate), the existence of some
sort of welfare state is a common denominator of the EU member states. This leads
to a situation where most poverty in Europe is alleviated by welfare state activities of
various kinds, depth and scope. However successful they may be, these forms of
alleviated poverty should not be mistaken for citizens’ resilience. The practices that
will be studied by RESCuE will be households’ resilient practices apart from welfare
state interventions, involving their own substantial contributions to the avoidance or
reduction of the socioeconomic risks imposed by crises, regardless of whether these
are combined with or excluded from welfare state activities. RESCuE will also analyse the role of transformed welfare states (Lessenich 2008; Boltanski and Chiapello
2003) in market economies (Harvey 1990) with institutions that might ignore, restrict
or enable practices of resilience. In doing so, peoples’ everyday practices, institutional practices, welfare state regimes and socioeconomic transformations will be
analysed as intertwined.

2.2 Broad objectives
RESCuE aims:
1. To analyse the impact of the crisis on households and to examine resilient
practices for successfully coping with these impacts of the crisis: The impact
of the current crisis are widely debated and it is clear that rising rates of poverty and
unemployment can be identified in general across EU27 countries but with huge
differences between countries. These have not been extensively mapped. Certainly
missing is a more detailed analysis of the impact of crisis on living conditions and
the life nexus of households in general and of vulnerable households in particular. It

7

See Mohaupt 2008: 65. This outcome aspect of resilience introduces the problem of perspectivity and normativity, as practices which are resilient for the respective household
may not necessarily be resilient from a political, jurisdictional or other point of view –
which counts for informal, illegal and deviant practices. Preliminarily, this will be operationalized by regarding practices which are likely to be sanctioned by authorities or other
relevant actors will not be considered as resilient. But it can be expected that this definition will have to be adopted during the research process.
IAB-Forschungsbericht 5/2014
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is here that RESCuE will contribute. More specifically, RESCuE will analyse households’ everyday practices of resilience against the crisis. 8
2. To deepen the understanding of resilience and contribute to a sociological
concept of resilience: From the insights gained during RESCuE’s fieldwork, an
advanced sociological concept of resilience will be developed and tested. Although
the need for such a concept is evidently becoming more urgent in the context of
current debates on resilience in socioeconomic and political contexts, it is currently
lacking. To achieve this aim, RESCuE will also make use of existing concepts of
resilience gained in research on disasters, communities and in psychological studies.
3. To explore everyday practices of resilience through ethnographic research
and the development of innovative qualitative methods: RESCuE will develop
innovative qualitative methods to analyse resilience. Its innovative features will include a combination of visual methods with more established research methods
such as focus group interviews, ethnographic interviews and episodic interviews. To
realise the objective of gaining deep insights into resilience, RESCuE’s work will use
the methodological principles of grounded theory and ethnography.
4. To develop a holistic analytical strategy encompassing economy, society
and culture in order to develop a complex understanding of citizens’ resilience: The core sources of households’ resilience lie in accessible economic, social,
cultural and personal resources and the abilities to mobilise them in everyday practice. Drawing on concepts from social theory (including Bourdieu’s concept of ‘social
capital’) and various psychological and anthropological insights, the project will focus on social, economic and cultural practices of the household members and their
respective habits, conceiving them as actors in a framework of social, cultural, economic and political fields, structures and actors. This analytical framework encompasses strategies and practices in both the formal and informal economy, social
relations at different levels, and cultural practices.

8

For RESCuE, crisis is of interest not in the first instance as an abstract economic force
causally influencing the households concerned. The project will rather view the crisis
through the lens of its influence on the living conditions of the investigated households
and the development in their practices, experiences and narratives, drawing also on the
perspective of experts in poverty and social policy. Although there may be evidence of
the ‘causal’ type (which would be summarised in the RESCuE state-of-the-art reporting),
the project’s main focus lies on how vulnerable households can develop adaptation, coping and resilience strategies if their basic means of living and participation are endangered (according to their own or experts’ perceptions). Evidence on resilience may technically speaking even prove to run counter to statistical probabilities, in case only a minority is able to develop resilient patterns of living under conditions of hardship, which cannot
easily be depicted with means of statistical causal analysis (see Solga et al. 2013).
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5. To evaluate the role of welfare state institutions and interventions for the
resilience of households (as supportive, negligent, or restrictive): To better
understand resilience, households are considered as embedded into a specific welfare state with specific institutions and rules. RESCuE will analyse the role of local
welfare state institutions in shaping household practices of resilience. The research
will examine if and how institutions may support, ignore or restrict household resilience.
6. To consider resilience as the outcome of practices of individuals, households, and communities: RESCuE will put its focus especially on households, but
will also consider households members as individuals who are also members of
communities. RESCuE will therefore analyse how the resilience practices of households both interfere with and are interconnected within a community.
7. To examine differences and similarities of resilience in urban and rural areas: Urban and rural areas are classically seen as having different social rules with
an effect on social encounters, social control, community life and cultural diversity
(Simmel 1903/1995; Sennett 1997; Watson 2006; Frers/Meier 2007). Moreover,
there are considerable differences between rural and urban poverty, as well as on
social, economic and cultural resources. There might be other features of the local
political and economic environment that are important for resilience. RESCuE will
examine if and how resilience might differ between urban and rural areas, indicating
a diversity of frameworks, conditions and practices of resilience, in order to gain a
better understanding of how socioeconomic resilience can develop.
8. To identify and reconstruct different patterns of resilience in a comparative
typology: With its comparative perspective on analysing resilience in different countries and localities under different welfare state institutions and in different socioeconomic environments, RESCuE aims to synthesise those differences and diversities
into a comparative typology of resilience and explore the sources of difference.
9. To deepen the understanding of how intersecting social inequalities like
gender, ethnicity and class are of relevance for the resilient practices of vulnerable households: RESCuE will explore the influence of intersecting social inequalities like gender, ethnicity or class on the development and effects of resilient
practices. It will explore the extent to which resources, as well as the abilities to mobilise them, are unequally distributed, which might not necessarily follow the typical
inequality patterns of modern post-industrial market societies.
10. To disseminate the research results to the public, policy stakeholders and
the scientific community: RESCuE will devote a large effort to spread its results to
the public, policy stakeholders, and the scientific community. A core element of this
dissemination will be a poly-lingual, visual, internet-based exhibition of the photographical and interviewing fieldwork. Special care will be taken to disseminate the
results to journalists and other stakeholders through public-oriented workshops and
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local publication outlets. In addition, results will be published through academic
books and academic journal articles in internationally renowned publishing media.

3 Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
In brief terms, the state-of-the-art shows strong traditions in both in-depth research
on poverty and hardship, and in statistical research on the poverty population. But
there is limited research on keeping poverty at bay. Also, the recent and ongoing
socioeconomic crisis is still fairly under-researched: There is some initial research
on the consequences of the crisis for social security, hardship and poverty in different European countries (Pilkauskas/Currie/Garfinkel 2012), and there is some scattered research on socioeconomic resilience, as mentioned above. But there is still a
huge lack of both in depth and internationally comparative research on households’
living conditions and their coping mechanisms for the impact of the crisis, especially
considering resilience in a socioeconomic understanding. There is a need for qualitative research that deepens insights into the social facts and processes behind statistical figures. These are the major gaps RESCuE aims to fill with its innovative
conceptual and empirical design. The following section will show how RESCuE will
achieve a progress beyond the state-of-the-art. This will be argued in two steps.
First, we summarise some considerations on selecting the partner countries that will
participate in RESCuE. Second, we present a synopsis of the effects of the crisis
and the previous research in those countries up to now, which we hope is itself
some progress beyond the state-of-the-art, but will also indicate how our case studies will generate the desired progress. As the general design of RESCuE is also
innovative in the way it combines different methods and levels of analysis.

4 Considerations for country selection
Esping-Anderson’s (1990, 1996) typology of welfare states (see Ebbinghaus 2012
for a general overview) has been criticised for several reasons. These include its
neglect of a ‘Mediterranean’ type (Ferrera 1996; Leibfried 1992, Rhodes 1997), its
lack of attention to gender and role model issues (Berninger 2009), and its wide disregard for spatial differences and questions of space and place in policy-oriented
welfare state research. In contrast, a wide range of literature indicates the relevance
of local, community and space-related differences (Batty and Cole 2010; Minigione
1996; Häußermann/Kronauer/Siebel 2004), informal or irregular economical practices (Mollona 2009) and the role of groups, subcultures, differences in urban-rural
communities and neighbourhoods (Willisch 2012; Rogaly and Taylor 2009;
Wacquant 2003; Venkatesh 2008; Lupton/Power 2002; Lister 2004: 69 ff.) in shaping patterns of poverty. Another criticism of the Esping-Anderson typology is that it
appears to have contributed more to the identification of policy patterns, structures
and traditions than the explanation of policy outcomes, where the evidence is ambiguous. For example, on the one hand poor persons in different welfare state models may be exposed to rather different treatment quality by front office actors (Jones
et al. 2006 for UK and Sweden), on the other hand, the welfare state types do not
differ strongly in their aggregate outcomes, like the size of population in poverty,
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apart from different accounting structures (Erlinghagen/Knuth 2010; Andreß/Lohmann 2008; Promberger 2010b). Nevertheless, the Esping-Andersen typology is still well respected and can be seen as a still valid categorical approximation for analysing the differences in some European welfare states. Moreover, it can
be amended and enhanced, as has been done in the literature (Arts/Gelissen 2002)
by the addition of a Mediterranean (Ferrera 1996) and a Post-Socialist (Aidukaite
2004) type. RESCuE’s country selection, therefore, is inspired by contrasting criteria
derived from an enhanced Esping-Andersen typology of conservative (Germany),
liberal (UK and Ireland), social-democratic (Finland), post socialist (Poland) and
Mediterranean (Spain, Portugal, Greece) welfare states, as well as by the notion
that Europe as a cultural and historical body consists of more than the EU member
states or the Euro Zone, and EU affairs are closely entwined with the affairs of partner and neighbouring countries like Turkey.

4.1 Germany
Germany is considered to be less affected and partly a winner of the crisis, with the
German economy even experiencing some growth and shrinking unemployment
rates and numbers. But beyond general numbers, social problems like precarious
labour, long-term unemployment, working poverty, spatially differentiated social inequality with locally high unemployment and poverty rates, depopulating areas, close
relations between joblessness and educational poverty as well as endangered biographical passages into and out of active employment are on the rise and are hardening into what can be called a multi-layered social divide. The number of persons
in nonstandard labour has risen considerably during the last decade, now covering
about one quarter of the active population (Promberger 2012a; Wingerter 2012;
Waltermann 2010), which is problematic in many respects (Castel/Dörre 2009;
Promberger 2012a; Bude 2008). During the last decades social inequality has
sharply risen in Germany, partly caused by a rise in higher incomes, and class borders are seen to be harder to cross (Groh-Samberg 2008). Especially women,
women with children and migrants are at a heightened risk of poverty. Poverty rates
are higher in the east and north and lower in the south of Germany, concentrating in
some inner city (Kronauer 2002) or remote rural or de-industrialised areas, even in
the prosperous south (Blien et al. 2011). There are quite a lot of qualitative studies
giving insights in living conditions and experiences in poverty, due to a vivid tradition
of mixed-methods and qualitative unemployment and poverty research in the German-speaking countries (Jahoda et al. 1932; Mutz et al 1995; Leibfried et al. 1995;
Hirseland/Ramos Lobato 2010; Bude et al. 2011; Hirseland/Promberger/Wenzel
2007). Research on exiting poverty sustainably is just beginning (e. g.
Achatz/Trappmann 2011), and there is no substantial research on resilient practices
in households at risk of poverty so far. RESCuE in Germany will put a particular focus on groups in poverty for a longer time. The rural case study will take place in a
small village in Eastern Germany, characterised by three decades of deindustrialisation and strong intra-national emigration. Through their rural situation and long term
unemployment experiences, households and families are experienced in gardening
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and breeding domestic animals. Common feasts are important and at least some of
the inhabitants are deeply involved in regular meetings and activities of volunteer
and cultural associations. Berlin, with its over 3.5 million inhabitants and its social
and cultural diversity and inequality, is a complex ground for the urban case study.
Since unification it has lost lots of regular jobs, and with many people falling into
unemployment and more than 40% of inhabitants not living on their own income,
Berlin is said to be the transfer income capital of Germany. Nonetheless, Berlin attracts many young and qualified persons to work here or to set up small creative
businesses, often with poor economic success. RESCuE will focus on unemployed
households in the outskirts, and well qualified younger people living in the centre of
Berlin on precarious labour or self-employment in creative industries.

4.2 Poland
Since autumn 2008, Polish opinion polls have shown growing concern among citizens about the financial crisis, mainly in fear of deprivation and a lack of resources.
Despite ongoing improvements, 42% of Polish citizens still live below the poverty
line. One of the most important poverty factors in Poland is unemployment, but there
is also considerable in-work poverty. The groups most at risk of poverty include children and youths under 18, farmers’ families, single parent families and pensioners.
Moreover, poverty risks are concentrated in towns and villages (SzukiełojćBieńkuńska 2009), and particularly in the economically weak regions of northern
Poland and along the eastern border. There is a broad tradition of qualitative and
mixed methods research into poverty in Poland, including longitudinal and psychological aspects (Warzywoda-Kruszyńska 1999; Grotowska-Leder 2002; Wódz/Łęcki
1999, 2001, 2003; Golinowska 1996, 1997; Tarkowska 2007, 2000). However, studies on ways out of poverty, avoiding poverty if at risk, and resilience are limited
(Kozarzewski 2005), as the majority of research focuses issues like marginalisation
and exclusion. The Polish case study will be carried out in the Śląskie Voivodeship.
Two research sites – urban and rural – will be selected, which will enable comparative analysis.

4.3 Spain
The harsh current economic situation in Spain – with a dramatic GDP decline and
the loss of more than 3 million jobs in the last four years and presently 5,778,100
unemployed people – deepens a number of structural weaknesses in the Spanish
economy and its labour market (OECD 2012; EPA; INE 2012) and has had profound
social effects. While the unemployment rate itself is already alarming, unemployed
people’s purchasing power has been eroded in the last decade (INE 2012). Therefore the number of people receiving unemployment benefits has increased by almost 1.5 million from 2007 to 2011 (SEPE 2012). Forecasts suggest that the situation is likely to worsen in the coming years (Fundación 1º de Mayo 2012). These
trends have rendered it difficult for a large number of people to earn any type of income and to access necessary economic and social resources, so new strategies of
social reproduction can be expected to develop in the sectors of the population
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hardest hit by the crisis (lower and middle-class households, youth, women, immigrants). According to existing research, the crisis-related strategies developed by
different household types include “adjustment strategies” and “overtaken by the crisis” (Laparra 2011; Cáritas Española 2012). There is some research into the crisis,
poverty and resilience, discourses and attitudes (Laparra and Eransus 2010; Cáritas
Española 2012; Pedreño and Riquelme 2006; Serrano et al. 2012; Alonso and Fernández 2011) However, there is little up-to-date qualitative research into the processes behind statistical figures. The Spanish RESCuE case studies put a specific
focus on the "working new poor", which include the “working poor” and the unemployed who have lost their jobs and entered poverty and precariousness. The “disqualifying poverty” (Paugam 2007) exemplified by these groups can affect previously integrated populations and "destabilise" stable workers (Castel 1997). RESCuE
will compare the situation of these groups in two areas that differ regarding the
availability of formal and informal jobs, access to social services and family and
neighbourhood networks and other resources. A smaller town belonging to wider
Madrid will serve as the urban case study, with the remote region of La Mancha,
characterised by above-average unemployment and poverty (growth) rates, and a
diversified labour market with lots of informal employment in sectors like agriculture,
the crashing construction business, food industry and tourism, serving as the rural
case study. It can be hypothesised that resilient practices in La Mancha include informal labour and small agriculture as well as the use of family and neighbourhood
networks.

4.4 United Kingdom
In no other period have poverty trends been as dynamic as it has been after the
2008 crisis. Job insecurity in the form of temporary contracts and irregular work has
risen by 60% after the crisis. The number of people becoming new claimants for
benefits twice within a period of six months rose from less than 225 thousand to
close to 350 thousand from 2006 to 2009. As argued by Newman (2011) employment does not always lead out of poverty or out of it permanently. Poverty amongst
working age adults without children grew from around 18 to 20%. When child poverty is measured by ‘material deprivations index’, the changes have been negative
after the crisis. While there were 3.1 million (24.3%) materially deprived children in
2006-07, this figure went up to 3.6 million (28%) in 2010. In most regions, around
1/5 of pensioners are classified as income poor and London has the greatest proportion of materially deprived pensioners (Cribb et al. 2012). A study by Fenge et al.
(2012) on the impact of the crisis on elderly found that although many of them were
just about able to cover the cost of essentials such as food, household repairs,
transport and utility, they were cutting down on leisure activities. Those with tight
budgets feared getting into debt in cases of unexpected costs. AgeUK (2013) found
that 24% of older people reported deterioration in their quality of life over the past
several years. Valuable insights are also offered by Giuntoli et al (2011) on the mental health effects of unemployment in Bradford after the crisis. The participants reported difficulty in paying rent, bills and running their car. In this study, the emotional
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distress caused by loss of jobs and financial strain has been described in four categories: loss of time structure in the day; loss of social role; anger and frustration;
stigma attached to being unemployed. Furthermore, there are considerable regional
differences in poverty levels in the UK (Gripaios/Bishop 2005; Hossain et al. 2011).
Giuntoli et al. (2011) found that the resilience of the unemployed participants in
Bradford depended on their personal material and other resources and the support
that they received from their family and friends. Given that background and evidence, RESCuE will focus on England and Wales. Prior to the crisis, social policy in
England and Wales largely emphasised vulnerable population such as children and
pensioners. It is likely that the recession and the associated counteractive policies
have changed the composition of vulnerable population as a result of increasing
unemployment, cuts in public sector employment and spending. Therefore, the research in England and Wales will investigate: 1. the impact of the crisis on adults of
working age as well as children and pensioners. 2. The individual, social and institutional coping mechanisms of vulnerable population. The investigation will be carried
out in districts where unemployment, poverty and vulnerability have increased after
the crisis. Two boroughs in London as well as two smaller towns in Merseyside and
Wales have been identified as possible candidates for such studies, as the 2010
statistics from the Department of Work and Pensions indicate that these districts
have experienced disproportionally higher unemployment and employment with minimum wages.

4.5 Greece
During the last three years, Greece has been in a severe debt crisis, consisting in
the 2010 EU/IMF “bailout” and subsequent austerity measures. In this context of
crisis, poverty is rapidly expanding, with the poverty level at 25-30% of the total
population, jobs are being taken away, with an estimated 1.3 million unemployed out
of a total active population of 4.5 million (based on official statistics), and hopes
seem to diminish among the general population. Economic precarity in the forms of
temporary, low-paid and insecure jobs in combination with cuts of welfare provision
is the dominant paradigm of everyday life. At the same time, however, new and unpredictable forms of resilience, practices of solidarity, ideas and enactments of collective responsibility and reciprocity, and new political subjectivities seeking to reclaim democracy are emerging. In many streets in the big cities besides closed
shops are mushrooming stores that buy jewellery from citizens in need. Migration,
communal or church assistance, popular soup kitchens but also new forms of selforganising of solidarity networks, new practices of no-market forms of exchange and
cooperatives forms of business also draw our attention. At a time of extreme and
prolonged crisis, and despite their multiple hardships, people seek to counteract the
sense of helplessness. Κassimati 1998 has analysed the dimensions and stages of
social exclusion in Greece (critical see Petraki 1998; Alexiou 1999). Papadopoulou
2012 argues that there is a lack of study on the social reality of social exclusion today. RESCuE will explore various aspects of everyday life in crisis Greece, focusing
especially on such emergent practices of resilience. Young men and even more
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young women are particularly vulnerable in the crisis and will be in the focus of
RESCuE. The following questions are of interest within the project: How are households with one or no salary facing unemployment? How are household resources
reorganised and what strategies like migration, informal work or farming are developed or enacted? How do migrant families cope with the crisis (remigration)? Besides some selected urban quarters in Athens, RESCuE will focus on a small city
near Athens.

4.6 Turkey
Contrary to the relatively good situation of the financial sector and budget figures,
economic growth, domestic saving and unemployment figures show that Turkey has
suffered the global economic crisis (Boratav 2011). Since 2008, unemployment has
either increased or fallen only marginally. Workforce participation is well below
OECD and EU averages. The falling GDP from 2008 to 2010 hit disadvantaged
groups hard. Moreover, since the recovery in 2011-2012 took the form of jobless
growth (Voyvoda 2009), which increased the economic woes of less developed regions in particular, the economic imbalance among geographical regions in Turkey
is widening. Economic constraints, especially the structural conditions of the labour
market, have a large impact on living standards of poorer households (Eroğlu 2011).
It is thus easy to imagine that macroeconomic deterioration during crises has a direct and significant impact upon the economic deprivation of households in poor
neighbourhoods. RESCuE will focus on 4 regions: Diyarbakir, Mersin, Istanbul and
Zonguldak, adding an ethno-political contrast and deindustrialisation aspects to the
urban-rural dimension. In the first two regions, our attention will be on Kurdish
households, who came to these cities as victims of forced migration, whereas in the
latter two, we plan to consider how poor households without an ethnic distinction
cope with economic crisis. Diyarbakir’s population has increased almost twofold in
recent years, with the growth of slums and unemployment, poverty, precarious work
and the absence of social security posing great problems for migrants. In Mersin,
migrants moreover face social exclusion and even racism. Istanbul, which attracts a
significant portion of rural immigrants, seems to offer more opportunities than other
cities, but is also characterised by unemployment, poverty, and a large income gap
between the richest and poorest neighbourhoods. By focusing on non-Kurdish poor
households in one of the slum areas of the city, we hope to see whether strategies
of coping with the crisis developed by poor households differ between big and
smaller cities. RESCuE will also look into the state of the rural poor in Zonguldak.
On the one hand, the province of Zonguldak has been an important industrial centre
since mid-19th century, as it houses the biggest coalfield in the country. Despite the
decline of coalmining from the 1980s onwards, the industry is still the most important
economic activity in the city and the province (Şengül/Aytekin 2011). On the other
hand, as a non-urbanised area where people engage in forestry and fishing as well
as mining, Zonguldak can serve to investigate which methods rural households develop cope with the crisis, and whether food production for self-consumption is a
viable coping strategy (Tekgüç 2010).
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4.7 Finland
The crisis took Finland into a new recession. The number of households in trouble
rose to 650.000, an increase of 50.000 just in 2009, in part due to the growing number of retired households with problems. However, compared to 2003, the percentage of households in trouble is almost 11% lower, and the proportion of households
doing well was 21% in 2009. Economic recessions, particularly since the 1990s,
have led to rising income inequalities between households in what has traditionally
been a country with quite an equal distribution of income. In 2008, the OECD reported that "the gap between rich and poor has widened more in Finland than in any
other wealthy industrialised country over the past decade" and that "Finland is also
one of the few countries where inequality of incomes has grown between the rich
and the middle-class, and not only between rich and poor”. In general, it seems that
most of the research in Finland is focused on causes and consequences of economic recession at the macro-level. There is no easily accessible knowledge on the
household level, other than through social security considerations (social benefits,
social services, income levels). The Finnish RESCuE case studies will focus on Lapland, the northernmost region of the European Union. Lapland (183.000 inhabitants)
is characterised by the oldest inhabitants in Finland, one of the lowest population
densities of Europe with, with the 1990 economic crisis leading to a further loss of
population, especially among the young, and a greater need for social security
benefits and services than elsewhere in the country. Because of traditions of subsistence economies, Lappish culture has been recognised as a culture of poverty,
where people might not have high income but are less vulnerable thanks to traditional hunting, herding and gathering practices (Hyppönen et al. 2010). However,
there is a new problem with increasing predator population affecting reindeer herding in a negative way herding for the first time in its history (Kainulainen 2011; Pakkanen et al. 2011; Vaarala et al. 2012). Additionally, there is a long tradition of domestic self-repair and handicraft for personal use. From the Lappish perspective, the
RESCuE question crystallises around how to stay resilient under conditions of longterm unemployment and endangered herding practices. The Finnish RESCuE team
will put focus on one city and the region of Sápmi (Sámi homeland) of reindeer
herders.

4.8 Ireland
The experience of poverty in Ireland must be placed in the context of the long economic boom, widely known as the ‘Celtic Tiger’, which led to sustained increases in
income and employment from 1994 until the onset of the global fiscal crisis in 2008.
Most commentators distinguish between the ‘catchup’ phase of export-oriented
growth between 1994 and 2000, when Ireland’s national income converged with that
of the richest EU and OECD countries (Nolan and Smeeding 2005: 538) and a second ‘artificial’ phase of growth between 2000 and 2008, which was driven by a property bubble (Drudy and Collins 2011: 4). Compared to other European countries, two
social groups in Ireland have distinctively high rates of both relative and consistent
poverty: lone parents (Murphy 2012: 34) and those excluded from the labour force,
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either through unemployment or through illness or disability. Jobless and low workintensity households in Ireland are considerably more likely to contain children,
which is an important factor in explaining the high rate of poverty amongst children
(Watson et al. 2012: 39). Almost one in five children was at risk of poverty in 2010
(CSO 2012) and the consistent poverty rate was 8.1% for children. While the urban/rural divide is not associated with differences in rates of consistent poverty,
there is some evidence of regional differences in the experience of poverty in Ireland
(Corcoran/Gray/Peillon 2010; Kitchin et al. 2010). Recent research suggests that
there have been significant increases in unemployment and deprivation in areas at
the outer edges of the commuter belt (Irish Times, “Rich Land, Poor Land,” January
5th 2013). There has been little research on resilience to poverty in Ireland. However, there is considerable evidence that Irish people rely to a considerable extent on
extended family networks for informal social support, including childcare. One qualitative report found some evidence of support from relatives amongst a very poor
study sample (Daly and Leonard 2002). The Irish case study will focus on the town
of Mullingar and its rural environs. Mullingar is (by Irish standards) a medium-sized
provincial town (population ca. 20.000) and its rural environs that became part of the
long-distance commuter hinterland for the greater Dublin area (population 1.8 million) during the Celtic Tiger period. The town, originally an agricultural market town,
comprises a traditional working-class urban core surrounded by a suburban ring the
population of which has more than doubled since 1996. Parts of its urban core are
classified as ‘very disadvantaged’ (Haase and Pratschke 2012). A ‘baseline’ community study was carried out there at the height of the boom (Corcoran/Gray/Peillon
2010). The rural case study will focus on a small village, where more than one quarter of households are headed by farmers. The area has seen an increase in unemployment to 10% in 2011, together with a corresponding increase in deprivation.
There are interesting life stage differences across the study areas, with the rural
district having an old-age dependency ratio that is twice that of the suburban district.

4.9 Portugal
As of September 2012, the Portuguese economy had registered eight consecutive
quarters of negative GDP growth rates, going back to the last quarter of 2010. Rising interest rates on Portuguese public debt have meant that the Portuguese Government was forced to apply for a financial “rescue package” from the IMF, the ECB
and the European Commission, who in turn called for severe austerity measures to
be implemented in Portugal: steep increases on regular taxation over salaries and
consumption; creation of extraordinary taxes on salaries, and public expenditure
reduction, which translated mostly in cuts in the salaries in the public sector, in public health services, education, pensions and other social security transfers – with
anti-poverty measures being severely affected. A first trend is closely tied to rampant unemployment. As nearly 50% of the registered unemployed were not entitled
to any unemployment benefit, a strong poverty growth is most likely to result. The
second trend is related to the steep increase in indirect taxes and welfare cuts. Portugal has the lowest median net equivalent income in the ‘old’ EU-15 of 8.410 €/year
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in 2011, just about 75% of Greece’s, the closest country in this regard. Furthermore,
15% of population were already very close to or below to threshold of poverty.
Hence the twin pressure of cuts in social security transfers and increasing taxes on
consumption – such as VAT – cannot but push those who were previously merely at
risk of it into poverty. One result of these trends can already be seen in the forceful
return of emigration, a traditional phenomenon in Portuguese society that had been
greatly reduced during the 1990s and 2000s. The repressive nature of the authoritarian regime that ruled Portugal between 1926 and 1974 hindered scientific research on the subject of poverty for a long time. Later, the concept of “poverty ways
of life” (Almeida et al. 1992; Capucha 2005) was developed as a key theoretical tool
for understanding the diversity and heterogeneousness of poverty in Portuguese
society. “Poverty ways of life” refer to the complex interaction of factors that shape
how poverty is lived by those affected by it – such as spatial context, consumption
patterns, family organisation models, subjective perception of one’s social standing,
life strategies and representations of one’s past and future. Poverty in Portugal may
encompass marginal groups like drug addicts or ex-prisoners, classical risk groups
like lone parents, poor pensioners or people with disabilities, ethnical groups and
immigrants, but also the “working poor” – low-skilled low pay workers in precarious
jobs, and even the “new poor” resulting from the impoverishment of former lower
middle class families. Capucha (2009) suggests that poverty risk seems to be decreasing amongst immigrants and peasants, mainly due to the rapid increase of
returning amongst immigrants that has been taking place since the beginning of the
crisis, on the one hand, and also the declining demographic importance of peasantry
in Portugal, on the other. Yet for the working poor, the new poor and the elderly,
poverty risk seems to have sharply risen since the beginning of the crisis. RESCuE
will select two parishes from a rural area and another two from the metropolitan area
of Lisbon. In the rural setting the focus will be on families, representing the following
categories: peasants; precarious workers, unemployed, inactive. In the urban context the focus will be on immigrants, precarious workers, and the unemployed and
inactive.

5 Work packages
The RESCuE project consists of the following work packages (WP) which are to be
presented in detail: Coordination and management (WP 1), State-of-the-art report
on households’ resilience under conditions of socioeconomic crisis in Europe
(WP 2), Methodology and fieldwork (WP 3), Typology of socioeconomic practices in
resilient households (WP 4), Cultural practices in resilient households (WP 5), Longitudinal and biographical development of household resilience (WP 6), The spatial
dimension of households’ resilience (WP 7), Communities, participation and politics
(WP 8), Resilient households and welfare state institutions (WP 9), Social economy & household resilience (WP 10) and Gender, ethnic and migration aspects of
household resilience (WP 11). The work packages Synthesis of reports (WP 12),
Policy recommendations (WP 13) and Dissemination (WP 14) are not part of this
research report.
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Fígure 1
Overview of Work Packages
Number

Work Package Title

WP 1

Coordination and management

WP 2

State-of-the-art report on households’ resilience under conditions of
socioeconomic crisis in Europe

WP 3

Methodology and fieldwork

WP 4

Typology of socioeconomic practices in resilient households

WP 5

Cultural practices in resilient households

WP 6

Longitudinal and biographical development of household resilience

WP 7

The spatial dimension of households’ resilience

WP 8

Communities, participation and politics

WP 9

Resilient households and welfare state institutions

WP 10

Social economy & household resilience

WP 11

Gender, ethnic and migration aspects of household resilience

WP 12

Synthesis of reports

WP 13

Policy recommendations

WP 14

Dissemination

Source: Own illustration

5.1 Coordination and management
IAB, the project co-ordinator, will carry out all coordination and management roles 9,
in association with partners.

5.2 State-of-the-art report on households’ resilience under conditions of socioeconomic crisis in Europe
Work package 2 has three interrelated major tasks: First, the state-of-the-art report
will review and describe the socioeconomic situation in the respective countries during the present and foregoing crises. Special attention will be paid to the general
socioeconomic framework and its changes as well as to the settings of political actors and action levels in anti-poverty policies, which frame the living conditions and

9

These roles include enabling and stimulating content and administration related communication between the partners through email, telephone, video conferencing and skype as
well as by an internal blog; setting up and maintaining the international RESCuE project
website; issuing a sequence of internal email newsletters on administrative issues, timelines, common activities and project progress; budgeting and accounting on the coordinators side; coordination and steering; organising audit procedures (coordinators side) as
necessary; reporting and communicating with the EC project officer and EC administrative, financial and scientific issues staff; final quality control, if necessary also steering the
potential involvement of Scientific Advisory Board and external referees; controlling timelines and quality; organising project meetings; taking an overview of conferences and
workshops: Although conferences will be organised under the dissemination WPs 13 and
14, the coordinator will monitor the preparations; managing advisory boards (IAB initiates
and organises; boards cooperate; other partners support).
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patterns of households at risk. The research will also examine ongoing changes in
this political field, in particular concerning the growing importance of EU norms and
the involvement of institutions, policies and funding.
Second, it will focus on the life nexus and everyday reality of households at risk (or
in vulnerability). Here, national situations in their inner heterogeneity will be investigated and compared through extensive literature analysis, including national poverty
reports, their critique, scientific literature, and public and policy discourses about the
topic.
Third, it will provide a comprehensive overview of the literature and scientific debate
on the resilience of vulnerable households in socioeconomic crises in both theoretical and empirical perspectives. This state-of-the-art report will also take into account
both the wider research on deprivation and poverty and studies of capabilities, resources and interpretive patterns of life in poverty, or at risk of it. It will furthermore
take into account research on social, cultural and economic practices at the low end
of the income scale, such as low-wage and precarious labour, self-employment and
small-scale entrepreneurship as well as on non- or low commodified or sub-market
subsistence activities, formal or informal, modern, alternative or traditional. Crisis in
the RESCuE concept is not seen as a kind of economic force to wield its influence
causally on the households concerned, but to be associated with the investigated
households’ living conditions and developments in their own experiences and narratives.
Moreover, the reporting will be guided by several following additional aspects of high
relevance to the RESCuE research questions. Those are spatial and community
questions, the meso-level of welfare state institutions, Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and the social economy in their interrelation to vulnerable and resilient
households; the lessons to be learned for social policy, the longitudinal (or processshaped) nature of resilience; the gender dimension and other intersecting dimensions of social inequality like migration and ethnicity.
The reporting will also support the subsequent fieldwork of WP 3, by fine-tuning hypotheses and research questions and placing them alongside scientific, socioeconomic, cultural and political developments. Thus, WP 2 has to look closely into the
various approaches in poverty research, crossing the boundaries between academic
disciplines and methodologies, to assemble an authoritative overview of the existing
state of research and policy, whilst guiding the fieldwork by formulating clear general
research questions that can be operationalized in sampling, interview guidelines,
observation checklists and other research instruments. It will thus feed into both
WP 3 and WPs 4-11, in the latter cases providing customized overviews of theory,
methods and empirical evidence.
First, WP 2 will carry out an extensive review of scientific findings and literature as
specified above, including secondary analysis of published data, such as poverty,
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statistics and demographic records, drawing both on Europe-wide data sets and
those specific to the case study regions. These will be analysed and interpreted,
thus continuing and expanding the work that was started during the proposal preparation.
Second, the national teams will develop country-specific reports with a commonly
agreed basic structure related to the questions and analytical dimensions specified
above to ensure comparability. The general approach of the country reports is not
just to report and analyse dominant intra-country developments, but to include also
the inner differences (heterogeneity, heterodoxies), not to say contradictions of the
respective situation and developments. This will make it possible not just to create
the potential for international comparison but also to enrich the analytical results. For
instance, a practice of socioeconomic resilience (such as foraging) might be an almost forgotten residual practice in a country like Germany, an emerging one in the
UK and a dominant one in Finland or Poland, whilst another, (like cross-border emigration) might be (re)emerging in Spain and Portugal but declining, changing its
character or stopping altogether in other countries. Such residual or emerging practices could go unnoticed if reporting focused on dominant developments only. Thus,
the common dimensional structure of the national reports is a 'deductive' interface
for comparison while the country-specific inner differences will provide interfaces for
inductive comparison.
Third, the lead partner will develop the international comparative state-of-the-art
report, on the basis of the national reports and with support from the national teams.
This report will have a similar structure to the national reports, but with more emphasis on cross-country differences and similarities within the analytical dimensions.

5.3 Methodology and fieldwork
Sampling and obtaining field access: Each partner will select at least one urban and
one rural case study, if they have not done so already, in which interviews, observations and the collection of photographs will take place. Country teams may decide to
extend the different local settings up to four, due to ex ante and emergent criteria of
diversifying and contrasting, while proportionally reducing the load of interviews per
local setting, but ending up with the same total interview number. Expert interviews
will be used in this phase to gain insight into local and regional socioeconomic structures, poverty situations and actor constellations as well as to identify potential
spaces and cases for observation and prepare connections to the interviewees. In
an open methodology like the one we choose, it is not helpful to use detailed and
fixed ex ante sampling quotas. Therefore the RESCuE fieldwork will instead use
initial or starting contrastive selection criteria for interviewing households at risk,
such as household types (size, gender and generational composition), ethnic or migration-related differences, poverty duration and income types. Those criteria will
have to be covered with at least one significant case each, but without proposing
fixed proportions of coverage. A certain rather small number of cases throughout the
whole sample should be maximum contrast cases which do not show signs of resiliIAB-Forschungsbericht 5/2014
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ence (‘control group’). The initial contrasting criteria will be refined through the ongoing research, according to the respective local context and culture, and supplemented with additional criteria which usually emerge during the research process, since
this is how ‘openness’ as core requirement of qualitative methods is operationalized
in the sampling process (Glaser/Strauss 1967). This means that only a part of the
cases will be drawn according to those ex ante starting criteria, while the other part
will be added based on the emerging or modified criteria. Unlike in classical experiments or standardised surveys that aim to control interfering dimensions, which require huge sampling matrices, in qualitative studies with interpretive methods one
case can cover more than one contrast dimension or influence, as either the interviewees will separate them in their narrations or the researchers can do so during
analysis.
2. Developing fieldwork instruments: well thought out state-of-the-art qualitative
fieldwork instruments are crucial for this WP, as they have to both ensure a good
level of comparability through semantic similarity (not to say standardisation) and to
facilitate openness in order to be able to discover previously unforeseeable diversity
and heterogeneousness in the research process. The WP team will jointly develop
four fieldwork instruments: First, a written interview guide (due to methodological
requirements this is not a questionnaire), listing the topics of interest for the expert
interviews. As the roles of the targeted experts and the purposes of the interviews
will vary widely (to cater for differences such as those between a local state representative, a priest from a poverty neighbourhood and a spokesperson of a discriminated ethnic minority) this expert interview guide will consist of dimensions which
are of general interest to the project, which will then have to be adapted before each
single expert interview on the basis of information available prior to the interview
(public websites, newspapers, else). Usually, the duration of such interviews will
range from a minimum of 30 minutes to several hours maximum. Second, a written
interview guide listing the topics for interviewing households for the first time. This
interview guide is the systematic interface between the interviews and the analytical
interests of the subsequent work packages. It will therefore not only be based on the
findings of the state-of–the-art report (WP 2) but will moreover address interviewees’
socioeconomic and cultural resources, constraints and practices (WP 4 and 5), family and individual biography (WP 6), the local contexts, networks and community,
spatial aspects, welfare state actions and NGO, charity and third-sector activities
they are confronted with (WP 7,8,9,10), gender, migration and ethnicity aspects
(WP 11), as well as their circumstances of living and their perception of society and
crisis, regarding the development of resilience (or its absence). Each of those analytical dimensions will go into the interview guide and be broken down into subtopics
to be addressed in free interview communication with narrative starting sequences.
Third, based on the state-of-the-art in cultural anthropology, on visual methodologies
and on the project’s key dimensions of interest and its work packages, an inspirational guideline will be developed to motivate and support the interviewees in taking
pictures. It will start with short common-sense explanations of the idea behind this
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activity, and then offer themes and topics for the interviewees to interpret through
self-taken photographs. Examples of such open topics are "my family", "my home",
"days of feast", " my favourite things", "what and how we eat", "working or a working
day", "hardship", "what we believe in", "joy", "my place", "leisure", "useful help", "obstacles and restrictions", "community" and more. The interviewees will be encouraged to vary, balance or decide between documentary and symbolic approaches in
taking their photographs. Fourth, the pictures taken will serve as elicitative visual
cues for the second interviews, where the interviewee explains his or her self-taken
pictures to the interviewer narratively. Thus, the body of self-taken photographs will
serve as an extremely case-specific 'guide' for the second wave of interviews. After
a phase of drafting commonly and in English, the fieldwork instruments 1-3 will be
localised (i. e. translated and adapted to local circumstances) by the respective
teams.
3. Conducting interviews and participant observations, and collecting visual material:
Each of the RESCuE partners will have to conduct a total of 48 expert and narrative
qualitative interviews with people living in households at risk in the respective RESCuE partner country. Half of these will be conducted in urban and half in rural case
settings (exemptions see above in paragraph 1). Due to budget limitations, this interview number will not fully meet the ideal requirements of theoretical sampling
(Glaser/Strauss 1967) at country level, but will ensure a sufficient level of variation,
which is the crucial point in qualitative studies. Moreover, the total body of interviews
of RESCuE will comprise 432 interviews, which is at the upper possible limit of a
single qualitative study and groundbreaking also in its internationally comparative
character. The following actions are to be undertaken for each participating country:

▪

▪

Implementation and analysis of a total of eight expert interviews with local experts involved in the protection of and/or assistance for people affected by crisis/poverty (NGO technical staff, managers of charities, neighbourhood associations, local and central government, scientists etc.), four in each of the two case
settings. The chosen interview technique is described in some of the literature
as semi-structured, but terms like ‘loosely structured interviews with narrative
sequences’ (Trinczek 1995) or ‘flexible guidance’ (Kaufmann 1999) come much
closer to the methodological essence of this technique (see also Promberger
et al. 2002 and Sowa 2012).
Implementation and analysis of a total of 40 narrative in-depth interviews with
people from social groups affected by the current crisis and showing phenomena of resilience, half in rural and half in urban environments. Special attention
will be paid to life-paths, resources and strategies and the perceived effects of
the crisis on these. For these interviews, the interview guide described under 2
will be used. After questions arising directly from the initial narrative phase of
the interview have been addressed, interviewers will be able to introduce topics
and issues related to the research questions of WP 4 to 11, in case these topics
have not been covered by the narrative. This orientation towards the research
interests of subsequent work packages is to ensure that the material collected
will provide a fruitful basis for later analyses. In the first attempt, about 12
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households per local setting will be interviewed using interview guide 2. Eight of
them will then be given a simple digital camera with removable SD card or a
simple mobile phone with picture function (to remain in their possession afterwards as an incentive) to take pictures of their personal situation and living circumstances according to the inspirational guidelines described in 2. The interviews will be carried out in the homes of the interviewees, if possible, to ensure
communication and a setting as natural as possible and to enable participant
observation during the interview (Girtler 1992; Lofland/Lofland 1995). Although
this requires great competency on the interviewer’s part to avoid interview refusals, this has been successfully achieved in many qualitative poverty studies,
also in cooperation with RESCuE partners (e. g. Hirseland/Ramos Lobato 2010;
Bosch 2010). The interviews may take place singly or in groups, depending on
the household’s actual makeup.

▪

▪

After an initial twelve interviews in each of the two case settings (or an adjusted
number if more settings are investigated), a selection of eight households will
be interviewed for a second time. Those cases will be selected for complementary data collection with the help of visual methods, based on the significance of
their household biography for the RESCuE questions. After the first interview,
the household will be asked to take photographs of their everyday situations, inspired and focused by the inspirational guidelines described in paragraph 2.
Photographs will be taken by the interviewee in the time between the first and
the second interview, with a simple digital camera or simple camera-enabled
mobile phone given to the interviewee as an incentive for participation. This allows the second interview to visually reflect on how they live, work and get by,
how crisis is affecting their home and people with whom they live as well as on
various resources and practices of resilience. Methodologically, in the second
interview, the photos taken will, at case level, serve as a stimulus for generating
narratives (Harper 2002) in the sense of photo elicitation. This will not only contribute to the fieldwork itself, but also to the intra-case comparison, inter-case
visual comparison and inter-case visual and interview cross examination to be
undertaken in the further work packages. Moreover, the photographs will serve
directly as possible illustrations for use in scientific articles targeted at journals
specialising in visual methods and studies and also as material for the virtual
photographic exhibition and the downloadable slide show, two crucial dissemination activities of the project.
In addition to, or in combination with, interviews, participant observation of relevant and significant situations in and around the households’ everyday life and
activities will be carried out, not only alongside the interviews but also during
field stays and spatial explorations. This will be documented in field notes and
observation records, and will serve to cross-check and complement the material
produced.

4. Supporting and validating activities: All field teams will consist of more than one
researcher, enabling the field researchers to have mutual support and allowing for
regular validating discussions during the field phase. Local team leaders will stand
by electronically or personally to give support in case of problems. Work package 3
will hold a workshop where the RESCuE field researchers will meet distinguished
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methodologists and experts in combining visual, interview and observation-based
field data in interpretive analysis. This aims to discuss interpretation techniques and
exemplary lines of interpretation and to enhance the project's internal validation dialogue through the involvement of external experts. The workshop will take place
before the subsequent work packages start, between month 10 and month 12.
5. Field data processing and compilation activities and delivery tasks to other WPs:
All visual material produced will be recorded in digital format. The verbal material will
be digitally recorded and transcribed for subsequent analysis in the later work packages. Field and observation notes will be written or typed and archived digitally. As
required by the subsequent WPs 4 to 11, samples of thematically significant interview sequences with non-English speakers will be selected and translated into English for use in reporting and publication writing as required/requested by the respective work package leader. Information obtained during the fieldwork has a double
purpose beyond the mere project-based reporting. On the one hand, photographic
and transcribed interview information will be used for the realisation of the virtual
web-based photographic exhibition and documentaries, which highlight comparisons
between different countries, the crises observed and the practices developed in response to the crisis. On the other hand, photographic and transcribed textual material will be used for analysis and the production of scientific papers on the current
crisis in Europe, its diversity, and reactions, resistance and resilience in the face of
it. Technically, the task of delivering interview excerpts will exceed WP 3 and move
into WPs 4 to 11 after WP 3 is closed, which is practically facilitated by the fact that
every partner will participate in every work package.

5.4 Typology of socioeconomic practices in resilient households
The initial work associated with WP 4 will be to draw on the results of the fieldwork
carried out in WP 3 for the identification of the impacts of crisis, the forms and manifestations of resilience, their spatial classification (e. g. regions and rural/urban settings) and variation by household attributes (size, composition, poor/low income/middle income, unemployed/employed/self-employed, level of education/skills,
ethnicity, migration status). These socioeconomic resilience patterns will be evaluated against the context of institutional social welfare (e. g. presence/absence and
effectiveness of existing state support and welfare benefits) and against the local
and wider socioeconomic conditions and frameworks. The main hypothesis of this
WP is that a core component of resilience is based in the everyday socioeconomic
practices of households, which WP 4 will therefore have to identify and reconstruct
through analysis of the WP 3 fieldwork. The analytical perspective is threefold:
1) Every kind of household practice is of interest which is intended to contribute to
that household’s means of subsistence. These practices may include labour and
other activities, whether these are formal or informal, market or non-market, monetary or non-monetary, carried out on their own or external premises, for their own,
somebody else’s or common profit or utility. These practices also include mutual
help, gift exchange, sharing and other social practices, of which the economic intenIAB-Forschungsbericht 5/2014
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tions may be only secondary to others, such as community building, gaining respect
and the like. They also include practices and strategies of consumption, saving and
other resource use. However those resilient economic practices, as they will be operationalized within RESCuE, will NOT include mobilising transfer incomes from the
welfare state and its branches. For heuristic reasons, practices likely to be subject to
sanctions and/or legal prosecution will also be excluded from the analysis.
2) These practices are interrelated to and interact with cultural practices (which are
the topic of the entwined WP 5) e. g., actively participating in a religious community
may create access to various kinds of mutual support, or, if a family has agricultural
roots, even if these are not active, the respective knowledge may be reactivated
through intergenerational transfer if needed in crisis.
3) These practices are shaped by the availability of resources of many kinds: natural
or material resources, such as land, housing, tools, fortune or livestock; cultural resources, such as knowledge and skills; and social or institutional resources, such as
political structures, social networks or economic systems. These conditions form the
contexts, frameworks and environments of households’ socioeconomic practices, to
which the analysis will have to relate the identified practices.
The results of the national case studies will be examined in order to produce a Europe-wide analysis of the impact of the financial crisis and the coping strategies of
vulnerable groups, households and individuals. A cross-country comparative typology of resilient socioeconomic practices will be constructed by analysing the regularities and peculiarities of existing as well as emerging coping strategies utilised by
households in response to hardship in the case study countries and regions. The
typology will reflect the interplay between strategies and patterns of action, and socioeconomic settings, frameworks, resources and conditions. Prior to the finalizing
of the typology, a workshop will be held around the beginning of month 17, with the
participation of key researchers from all consortium countries and the discussion
and presentations of fieldwork and case study results during this event will feed into
the Europe-wide analysis. The role of formal (welfare provision by states) and informal support systems will also be compared. The overall analysis will aim to produce
a synthesis of the findings against the current state-of-the-art knowledge on socioeconomic resilience to highlight the contribution of the research to the existing literature and policy making. There is a broad interface with WP 5, which also investigates cultural settings of economic practices. Because socioeconomic and cultural
settings and practices interact strongly with each other, work packages 4 and 5 will
also interact, which is intended and operationalized through the parallel timeline as
well as the simultaneous participation of all partners in both of them. Focused contributions will be submitted also to the WPs 12, 13 and 14.
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5.5 Cultural practices in resilient households
1. Aims of investigation
There are two main aspects of culture and resilience which will be investigated in
this WP:
First, there are the cultural practices of the investigated individuals and households,
practiced for reasons of their own, which may have socioeconomic side outcomes.
This includes religious or traditional cultural activities, knowledge acquisition and
transfer. But it also includes participating passively in ‘high’, ‘official’ or informal,
class-, folk-, group- or subculture-related outstanding cultural practices and rituals.
These range from social activities, such as sports events, to public and private celebrations, as well as the active practice of fine arts, performing arts and literature.
The social and/or economic (side) outcomes may lie in social recognition, community or group relatedness, feeling socially integrated, creating or maintaining relations,
networks, or producing artefacts for sale. The sociocultural and psychological outcomes may lie in giving sense and meaning to one’s life, providing a means for cultural production, creativity, self-expression and symbolic communication, but also in
experiencing self-efficacy and gaining psychic stability. Special analytical attention
will be paid to the impacts of crisis and the resilience effects of active and passive
cultural activities, like participating in arts, literature and other activities of cultural
self-expression and accultivation. This will not only contribute to the evaluation of
the citizens’ civil rights of cultural participation during crisis, but also help to understand the resilience-building role of ‘accultivation’ practices for individuals, households and families.
Second, economic and other everyday practices are also embedded in cultural settings and conditional frameworks, be it language and knowledge, norms, values,
and they manifest themselves in social roles, interpretive patterns, behaviour, communication and practices in their various patterns and ways, being stratified, gendered, but also diversified according to regions, subcultures, ethnicities and group
identities, individuals, and organised actors. Therefore this WP will focus especially
on cultural frameworks such as religious practices, traditional and customary practices, tacit and explicit, traditional, alternative and modern knowledge, which embed
and enable the socioeconomic practices identified in WP 4. Of certain interest here
is also the social and economic relations’ and practices’ cultural embeddedness into
norms, values and feelings, such as kinship, family, acquaintance, solidarity.
The aim will be to identify and analyse the aspects of culture and their influence on
resilience, either directly, through a socioeconomic side outcome, or by embedding
and enabling socioeconomic practices which contribute to buffering hardship.
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2. Structure of investigation
Those cultural aspects and their relation to resilience will be investigated in the selected households, based on the fieldwork collected in WP 3. The analytical work
will be carried out using three approaches: First, a dimensional cross-case comparison, for example addressing knowledge, symbolic practices, norms and values, but
also dimensions which might appear during the fieldwork. Second, a case study
approach which picks 'significant cases' in which a cultural moment of resilience
formation turns out to be particularly strong – or the opposite. Third, an investigation
of cultural aspects underlying the typology of socioeconomic resilience developed in
WP 4 – and an assessment of whether this typology could or should be enhanced or
amended if cultural aspects are taken into account. This analysis will mainly draw on
the interviews and the self-taken photographs through combined methodologies of
hermeneutical text analysis and visual analysis. Such techniques require an extensive and ongoing validation dialogue within the local teams and between the teams
involved. Because analysis is necessary for modifying empirical instruments and
further case selections, analytical work will start after the first interviews and will
reach maximum intensity after all four steps of the fieldwork have been successfully
undertaken.
3. Interrelations with other WPs and partners’ responsibilities
The topics of the later WP 5 will already provide inputs into the development of interview guidelines in WP 3, but will also be strongly involved in the development of
an ‘elicitive text’ or inspirational guideline for the photographic fieldwork in WP 3,
addressing not only its documentary purposes but also its creative, self-expressive
and symbolic communication aspects, which will be of main interest for WP 5. This
work package interfaces strongly with WP 4, which analyses the socioeconomic
practices, and will submit condensed contributions to WPs 12 to 14.

5.6 Longitudinal and biographical development of household
resilience
Poverty issues in particular, as we understand, are far more than just current socioeconomic or cultural states of persons and households. They are processes in time,
biographically including events and reflections under certain, possibly changing circumstances. Getting into, staying in and moving out of poverty comprises characteristic and contexted sections of individuals’ life courses, families’ histories and may
even span between anteceding and subsequent generations. Therefore this work
package will develop insights into the longitudinal and biographical structures and
processes of resilience development in families and households, by focusing on
trajectories of adaptation, coping and resistance over time, and by examining how
household resilience to the crisis varies according to family life stage and generational relations. It will examine similarities and differences in everyday patterns of
resilience across family life transitions and stages, in different socioeconomic and
institutional contexts, across the case study countries and regions. There is a well-
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developed body of scientific research on variations in exposure to the risk of poverty
at different family and life-course stages. Furthermore, it is clear that the crisis has
had a varying impact on individuals depending on life-course stage. For example,
unemployment and austerity policies have disproportionately affected young adults,
with correspondingly different consequences for households, depending on family
life stage, regional family culture and type of welfare state. However, comparatively
little is known about how citizens mobilize social and cultural resources to manage
family transitions and to develop resilience to the varying challenges they face during the life courses and family history, and at different life stages of families at one
time. Qualitative research is essential for understanding the dynamics of household
resilience across the family life course because it opens a window on individual
family practices, helping to explain why some households may be more resilient at
different family life stages, why key life transitions may present more challenges to
some households than others, why some develop more resilience than others over
time. Examination of resilience from a longitudinal, biographical perspective therefore not only provides vital information about how states can better support households to cope with the crisis in the present, but will also enable them to plan for the
challenges and different capacities for resilience that European households will face
in the future as families move through the life course. The work package will adopt
the following approach to developing a longitudinal and biographical approach to
household resilience:

▪
▪
▪

▪

Collation of country reports on the demography, regional family culture and existing scholarship on poverty, resilience and the life course.
Examination of the in-depth qualitative data generated in WP 3 to identify
households in different regional and socioeconomic contexts according to family
life stage.
Thematic and comparative analysis of the WP 3 interviews in order to establish
variations and similarities in strategies and sources for resilience to the crisis at
different family life stages, identifying similarities and differences across European states, and in urban and regional contexts. Particular attention will be given to how families mobilise varying kinds of social support from extended family
members, neighbours, ethnic or community groups, and the state at different
stages of the life course. In coordination with WP 4 and WP 5, the analysis will
identify whether or not households have more or less capacity for resilience in
different life course, socioeconomic and cultural contexts.
Thematic and comparative analysis of the data on life trajectories in the in-depth
interviews in order to establish how past strategies of adaptation, coping and
resistance during earlier life transitions have impacted on current patterns of resilience to the crisis. Production of composite narratives of family life trajectories
to illustrate and explain typical patterns of resilience in the different contexts.
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5.7 The spatial dimension of households’ resilience
This work package is analysing the spatial, especially urban/rural dimension of vulnerable households’ resilience. Given that social inequality, poverty, vulnerability
and their conditions agglomerate, manifest themselves and are modified through a
spatial dimension, it has to be hypothesized that this counts for vulnerable households’ resilience as well. Following this, work package 7 refers back to a long tradition of considering poverty in terms of being trapped in a poor spatial setting, like the
inner city or deprived or disconnected rural areas, increasing the concerned households’ exposure to social and economic risks. But on the contrary, it has to be recognized that a spatial setting can help mobilizing or accessing resources – like positive social relations, prosperous economic settings and conditions or natural resources, or improving the conditions for this by enabling for solidarity or community
formation. The spatial dimension of analysis, as understood here, targets on spatially located and agglomerated manifestations of socioeconomic and cultural resources, frameworks and actors’ strategies, interpretations and behavioural patterns, in combination with genuinely spatial characteristics like geographical properties, distance, density and spatial differentiation.
Analysing the spatial dimension of resilience work package 7 focuses on rural and
urban settings and their relevance for vulnerable households’ resilience, following
hypotheses that rural and urban settings are supposed to be differently affected by
the crisis, providing different natural or economic resources, and potentially different
access or restrictions to make use of institutional or other social resources. Moreover, urban and rural spaces may show considerable inner heterogeneities for
themselves.
The main question of WP 7 is whether there are differences in practices, strategies,
habits and resources of household resilience in times of crisis within and between
rural and urban settings. Especially it has to be explored how spatial characteristics
and differences interplay with the patterns of resilience. The maximum strategies of
contrast of the case studies in the fieldwork WP are hence highly relevant here, as
the case study locations include metropolitan (capital) areas, shrinking cities, deindustrialised provincial towns and remote agricultural areas, and subarctic
hunter/gatherer/herding zones. Beyond literature work and secondary analysis on
geographical information, many of it prepared during WP 2 but complemented in
WP 7, the empirical sources of WP 7 will be those interview sequences from WP 3
(experts, households interviews wave one and wave two, photographs) which address the spatial dimension. WP 7 will partly work alongside the socioeconomic patterns and cultural frames and practices of resilience as identified in WP 4 and 5.
Except the expert interviews and the relevant chapters of the state-of-the-art report,
all sources are at micro level, which enables the reporting to include and display
micro material, such as typical patterns of space use, space or household profiles.
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There will be three major steps in analysis:
First, as a preparatory step for the national and international comparative reports,
the national teams will work out case studies on their investigated areas (at least
one urban and one rural per country). This analysis will describe the relations between the households’ resilience patterns (as identified in WP 4 and 5) of the respective urban/rural sample with

▪

▪

characteristics of a genuinely spatial nature, like geographical properties, spatial
distance, spatial density and spatial differentiation, but also with the samples’
different geographically clustered characteristics like natural resources, political
and social frameworks of earning a living, economic structures, socioeconomic
and cultural history and developments, demographic patterns and changes
through time, knowledge distribution, property distribution, functional or hierarchical relations to wider areas, class, strata and larger group relations.
The inner heterogeneity of the investigated spatial settings with respect to resilience will also be a topic of analysis here.

Second, work package 7 will do a comparative analysis at national level, based on
the case studies of step 1, introducing the urban/rural dimension as a contrastive
matter. The aim of this comparison is to find out if and which typical patterns of resilience are directly or indirectly enabled or restricted by specific spatial conditions or
settings, especially those following an urban or rural pattern. Hence, this step will
show if there are clear urban or rural patterns of resilience, and thus display how
and to which extent the chances to develop resilience are differing for households
living in urban or rural contexts in the respective country. Third, the results of the
national reports on the spatial characteristics and influences on households’ resilience will be compared and drawn together in an international comparative analysis.
This analysis will not only compare the national level results, but also will go back to
the level of the single case studies of step 1, comparing them through dimensional
cross-country ‘clustering’. This follows the concept that in step 2, abstractions and
condensations are very likely and make sense, which might not make sense for
step 3. E. g., if a rural practice like forest gathering is residual in Germany or the UK,
it might not be regarded as a relevant resilience strategy for those countries, but if it
is a frequent rural practice in Finland and Poland, the fact that it is also identifiable in
Germany and UK supports to consider it as a relevant practice from an internationally comparative point of view, not limited to Baltic areas.

5.8 Communities, participation and politics
Households, families and individuals are embedded into the wider social relations of
communities. Community can be defined as beyond-family social relations relatively
long in duration, driven possibly by shared interests, but certainly by common
norms, values and feelings – like solidarity, trust, acquaintance. There is a broad
range of communities that play a role in the life of European citizens: local communities that represent and embody local political life, such as municipalities and local
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political organisations, local branches or locally autonomous religious organisations,
trade unions, guilds, ethnic or migrant-based communities, charities, (sub-)cultural
communities like music associations, women’s organisations, neighbourhood associations, motorbike clubs, street gangs, sports clubs, celebration committees, plot
gardener associations and numerous others, including the rural village as a community in itself. But beyond these more or less traditionally or early-modern rooted
communities, there are new, some say postmodernist communities as part of new
social movements and social protest, and there are social networks, some of them
even transnational, some of them virtual through new media, some of them formal,
some of them informal, generally with less duration and copresence and a more fluid
character. In any case, community relations, group life and self-organisation must be
seen as key elements of life, economic, social and cultural activities and therefore
political, social and cultural participation. Enabling participation for households at
risk of or in poverty is a key challenge for European welfare states, many of which
have codified basic support as well as cultural and social participation as a civil right.
WP 8 of RESCuE aims to find out how communities of various kind actually contribute to the development of households’ resilience, and which communities do so.
Positive community influences can happen through direct socioeconomic support –
as through providing accessible resources and collective goods, through the psychosocially stabilizing and encouraging effects of community involvement and participation itself, and through political participation such as in local governments, political parties and interest groups, directly influencing the living conditions at the level
of the local community. Given this, additional attention will have to be given to the
effects of the recent and ongoing crises, especially on how the crisis affects communities and community involvement of households at risk, how the participatory
patterns of at-risk individuals and households in communities and at the local level
are affected by the crisis and maintained through resilience developments, and
whether crises support or hinder the self-organisation and community formation,
community involvement and/or local political participation of households at risk, as
well as the developments of their preconditions at the level of norms, values and
collective feelings. A further topic to be investigated is whether and how communities may develop collective resilience by themselves, which will be analysed for its
interaction with households’ resilience. This may include various kinds of communities as well as the aspect of community formation and community transformation, if
significant.
Analysis will be based on the fieldwork done in WP 3, which includes the household
interviews, participant observations in the local settings, and expert interviews with
community representatives. The visual documents taken by the interviewees will
also be analysed, as well as the elicitated interviews, since community activities will
be part of the elicitive text/inspirational guide. Analysis will be carried out via triangulations between the different data and methods, such as ethnographic reconstructions and interpretative methodologies, to enable insight into the ways that community issues also touch unspoken, emotional and habitual issues which usually do not
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appear at the surface of interview texts. Ethnographic reconstructions based on the
interviewees' narratives will be used to identify not only relevant communities but
also actual interrelations (being supported, excluded, participation, involvement) of
the investigated household with wider communities of different kinds. Hermeneutic
(interpretive) methods such as sequential analysis are used to analyse the subjective meaning of community related practices for the interviewees, including implicit
components of the interviewees’ perspective. Particularly those self-taken photographs which address community-related topics provide additional possibilities for
interpretive analysis, as they can be interpreted as documents themselves through
the methodology of visual analysis, and this can be crosschecked and triangulated
with the interviewee's commenting and explaining of his or her self-taken photographs in the second interview (photo elicitation interview). Another interface for
triangulation will be those photographs and related interview sequences addressing
cultural activities and frames, as they correlate with 'structures of feelings' along
community, group and other social relations, revealing unspoken, emotional and
habitual aspects of the household members' community relations, involvement and
participation.
The national reporting will consist in a combination of dimensional analysis following
the thematic structure outlined above (2nd paragraph), and significant case studies
at the level of resilient households, depicting how community involvement actually
can work positively towards socioeconomic resilience.
An international comparative report will draw together and compare the national
results, leading into an international comparison of communities and community
involvement and their role and contribution to resilience developments at household
level. Those results will be placed into wider contexts, as the interfaces with WPs 7,
9 and 10 allow, especially concerning the spatial conditions of a positive role of
communities, and the mutually intervening character of communities, community
involvement and participation, self-organization and the local welfare state activities.

5.9 Resilient households and welfare state institutions
Welfare state practices can in principle be supportive, neutral or ignoring, or restrictive in their impacts on risk-exposed households’ practices, such as resilience. Possibly even more so after the transformation of welfare states' activities into the 'activation' paradigm, and given the varieties of welfare state patterns in Europe and its
neighbours. In the light of this, it is an open question if and how members of resilient
households interact with the transformed welfare state institutions and their supportive, neutral or restrictive practices. Resilient households may try gaining support in
developing or maintaining resilience and fail or win, but also may choose not to
claim benefits, if refusal, negative treatments or side effects are anticipated. Thus,
they may also decide on alternative survival strategies, be they successful or not.
Furthermore there are also strategies and practices for resisting the requirements
and specifications of the welfare institutions to continue resilient practices which do
not correspond to officially legitimate behaviour (e. g. informal labour) or have conIAB-Forschungsbericht 5/2014
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flicting time structures. NGOs and their actions might also turn out to play a role for
this WP, as in some places they provide basic social services where the welfare
state has retreated or never been, and in other countries they supplement the state
system or care for those who have dropped out of view of the welfare state. Some
NGOs or charities, accessible through ‘lower doorsteps’, like those holding food
banks, second hand shops, or cafeterias for unemployed people, might even be
able to stay in contact with non-claimants of state benefits, some of whom may practice resilient strategies. Those and other organisations will deliberately be involved
into the expert interviewing and serve as contrast groups to local branches of the
welfare state for the analysis of WP 9.
The analysis of practices of resilient households in their interaction with welfare
state institutions and supplementing NGOs will be compared alongside different
types (and typologies) of welfare states. The basis for this analysis will be the fieldwork of WP 3, especially those household interview sequences where the interaction with welfare state institutions (or its absence, or avoidance) is addressed, as
well as relevant expert interviews. Methodologically, the main work will use content
analysis with validating hermeneutical cross checks on interview sequences which
do not easily reveal their full meaning, as well as cross-checks with the expert interviews from local welfare state and NGO representatives. Nine national reports and
one international report, as well as specialized dissemination pieces and policy recommendations will be important outcomes of WP 9. The national reports will comprise case studies (investigating such issues as 'good' and 'bad' practices, bottomup and top-down structures with relation to resilience formation) and dimensional
analysis (related to labour market reintegration, benefit payment, social inclusion,
sanction, training, psychosocial stability, conflict and others). One important aspect
of the international comparative report of WP 9 will be to explicitly relate local welfare state practices in the perception of the interviewed households to current or
modified welfare state typologies and the respective countries’ position within these
typologies. This approach will not only illuminate the debates about how relevant the
1990s typologies still are today, but could shed light on how restrictive or empowering welfare states’ local actions are in shaping resilience. This analysis will also provide insights into future pathways for institutional learning by welfare state institutions and provide the basis for an article to be submitted to an internationally renowned social policy journal.

5.10 Social economy & household resilience
Concepts of social innovation are often seen as a core element of the self-learning
of European social policy. Although those concepts are closely related to actors like
social entrepreneurs and the social economy, actors of that kind have been in the
field long before any concept of social innovation was born. Thus, social economy
and social entrepreneurs must not necessarily be seen as new and innovative, but
simply as a way of contributing to the organization of local communities’ activities in
social policy. They organize care work or community work, conduct labour market
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and social policy measures, educational activities, projects for cultural integration of
migrants, others for preventing juvenile deviance, keep people active through job
creation schemes, just to mention a few of their typical activities. Social economy
and social entrepreneurship means organized but non-government, but possibly
NGO and charity based activities on means of limited, no or low profit, usually making use of public resources like subsidized labour, educational vouchers, reduced
taxes, public premises or caseload related direct funding, employing professionals
and specialists in care and social work as well as underprivileged persons from the
field. The social economy not only co-organizes the field of social policy, but is a
well organized interest group in itself. Any analysis on poor or vulnerable households, on resilient practices and on its institutional frameworks at community level
would be fairly incomplete without looking at the social economy, which is to be
done in this WP 10.
It can be anticipated that the outcomes of social economy activities may range
across a broad spectrum between support and threat. A lot has been written about
‘creaming effects’ and ‘poverty traps’ that semi-market jobs or a secondary or tertiary labour market may impose on people in poverty. But much of this literature neglects the fact that some people affected by poverty are temporarily or permanently
unable to hold non-sheltered jobs in the primary labour market. Neither does it address the contribution of such activities and involvement to psychosocial stability
and community cohesion. The main hypothesis of this WP is that social economy
actions and projects are more successful and will bring more profit and benefit for
the whole community if they are based on bottom-up local community initiatives,
with the support of the public and/or the NGO sector. Thus, RESCuE will look at the
outcomes of social economy and social entrepreneurship activities for resilient
households and communities.
WP 10 will try to answer the following questions:

▪
▪

▪
▪

What is the function of the social economy and social entrepreneurship in the
development of resilience in the investigated households and communities?
What kind of relationships can be identified between different actors (NGO’s,
public and private organisations) involved in or interacting with the social economy in the investigated communities, and how do those relations influence the
development of resilience?
Are there distinctive positive or negative contributions of the social economy actors which influence the resilience of households and communities in times of
crisis?
How does the crisis affect and change the relations between social economy,
welfare state institutions, charities and NGOs, and resilient households at risk?

WP 10 will mainly be based on the 72 expert interviews collected in WP 3, and focus
primarily on those taken from social economy experts. However they will also draw
on interviews with other experts where these touch on the topics addressed in
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WP 10, as well as on interviews with households at risk with an active connection to
the social economy. Technically, the analysis will be made on English or Polish language full interviews (maximum 24 of 72) and on English language excerpts and
short profiles (maximum 48 of 72) delivered by the partners to the leader of this WP.
Differences between maximum and actual case numbers here are based on estimates of the relevance of the interviews for the WP 10 topic.
Each partner will prepare a national report. The national reports will describe ‘good
practice’ and ‘bad practice’ positive and negative examples of social economy actors
and projects in their respective social, economical and political circumstances, analysing their influence on households and communities, to identify conditions and
patterns of action which are helpful and supportive, or restrictive and inhibiting for
the development of vulnerable households’ resilience. These national reports will be
used as a basis for developing the international report, in which a comparison of the
political, economical and social background of the social economy in all investigated
countries will be undertaken, and direct and indirect reasons and specific circumstances of success or failure of social economy actors’ involvement into resilience
developments.
WP 10 will not only produce its own reports but also make an important contribution
to RESCuE’s policy recommendations, as well as interacting with WP 8 and 9, because it is communities, their households at risk, their self-organisation and their
administrative structures, but also local welfare state branches, NGOs and charities
that constitute the core environment and level of action of the social economy and
social entrepreneurs.

5.11 Gender, ethnic and migration aspects of household resilience
The aim of this work package is to analyse the relevance of gender, ethnicity and
migration to household resilience. According to social theory, gender, ethnicity and
the status of being a migrant, as dimensions of social inequality, result from social
processes of ascription and differential treatment on the basis of such ascriptions.
As such, they combine objective socioeconomic characteristics, subjects’ treatment
by institutions and other members of society, cultural characteristics and their history
and actual situation (potentially including discrimination or being underprivileged).
Individuals subjected to such processes of ascription are assigned to and treated as
members of groups who are visibly (or audibly) different from what is seen as the
norm, with the resulting differences and inequalities being reified and naturalised.
At the same time, ‘gender’ and ‘migration’ interact with other dimensions of social
inequality, such as skin colour, sexual orientation, religious identity, class etc., in a
way that modifies individual experience, subject formation, social practices, institutional arrangements and patterns of subordination. The perspective of this WP,
which is informed by the notion of intersectionality, will pay heed to such dynamics
in its analyses. It recognises that inequalities, in particular at the extreme end of
poverty and vulnerability, can only be properly understood if the intersecting dynamIAB-Forschungsbericht 5/2014
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ics of gender, ethnicity and migration are taken into account. This applies to individuals acting within the labour market or in relation to state institutions as well as within their families and communities, but also to those families and communities themselves.
A socioeconomic crisis may challenge and even change or transform gender roles
and relations, as labour market participation, the amount and distribution of power
and resources available within households, and the self-perceptions of household/family members may change, adapt to or resist under changing conditions.
Institutional treatments may also change in response to crisis conditions. Historically, economic recessions have placed a disproportionate burden on women, particularly in socioeconomic contexts where women are more likely than men to be in vulnerable jobs, to be under-employed or without a job, and to have limited access to
social infrastructures of welfare provision. One research goal in this WP is to understand the specific ways in which gender plays a role in determining differential exposure to social suffering, poverty, and exclusion from access to welfare state provision, but also in developing resilient practices that allow poor households to buffer
hardships imposed by crisis. However the role of gender will be addressed in the
context of its interactions with other variables.
Migration patterns at the level of entire countries, but also within areas or communities, may change during a crisis, and it is clear that the migration behaviour of families is also subject to change. Socioeconomic pressure may encourage cross-border
migration, urbanisation or moves to the countryside, or lead to new or heightened
inflows of immigrants from the countryside, cities or abroad. It is thus obvious that
resilience developments may be affected by migration, both positively and negatively. For instance, if a household member migrates to work elsewhere, this may stabilise the household economically, but may also mean a loss in intensity of the family’s local networks and have destabilising psychosocial effects on the family. Moreover, being an immigrant or having to emigrate might give rise to experiences of
discrimination or partial social exclusion in a family’s or individual’s social environment, both in the sending and receiving country. RESCuE aims to investigate if and
how migration issues are tackled in resilient households, but also at the level of
communities experiencing migration flows. Even when not linked to migration,
membership of an ethnic minority may also be linked with particular patterns of labour market vulnerability, social exclusion or institutional discrimination. However,
ethnicity too may provide sources of resilience like mutual help, on a background of
intra-ethnical bonding like strong family support or ethnic community solidarities.
Work package 11 will be based on the fieldwork done in WP 3. The narrative interviews conducted during the fieldwork stage in particular will be a valuable source of
evidence, affording participants an opportunity to develop identity-related narratives
on their everyday practices, experiences and self-concepts relating to gender and
migrant roles. WP 11 will also draw on the typologies and analytical work of WPs 4
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and 5, and others, where relevant. Its aim is to develop two synoptic reports, one on
gender and resilience, and one on migration, ethnicity and resilience.
The gender and resilience report will mainly be a cross-sectional dimensionally
structured report, reanalysing the fieldwork and analyses completed in other work
packages with regard to gender issues. Its tentative dimensional structure is as follows: challenges for gender roles and relations, intra-household gender divisions of
labour, gender-related coping and adaptation strategies to vulnerability and socioeconomic crises, the gendered structure of resources, the relationship between
gender, community and welfare state institutions, and others. Gender differences
will not only be seen as a potential source of discrimination and disadvantage, but
also as a form of diversity that has the potential of enhancing the scope of possible
activities of families and households in adapting, coping and making a living. It will
include local as well as national and international aspects in a comparative way, and
offer convincing proofs based on the empirical material.
WP 11’s migration and ethnicity report will assemble illustrative and significant
household-level case studies from all participating countries, where migration and/or
ethnicity is relevant in different ways, for different reasons and with different outcomes. It will differentiate between households that have taken up migration as a
strategy only recently, those which have been part of migratory processes for a
longer time and those which have full national citizenship but are from disadvantaged ethnic groups. These will be analysed in the broader context of migration patterns at national and international levels and their relations to resilience.

6 Project outlook
The project will consist of four phases. First, in the preparatory, conceptual exploratory phase, the state-of-the-art will be assessed and analysed, following the
concepts and ideas sketched out in this report, and will be further developed and
refined to create a framework and background for the fieldwork.
The fieldwork as a second phase: First, this activity contains a minimum of two
local case studies per country, involving an urban/rural contrast and a focus on
country-specific vulnerable groups in combination with general socio-demographic
comparison aspects like age, gender, ethnicity, education and others in each of the
countries. Then expert interviewing will take place, and based on the collected information, the households’ sample will be selected according to the mentioned criteria, applying different and contrasting access methods, and of course drawing on
information on resilience, but including also a few cases without resilience as maximum contrast cases. Each case study will comprise a sample of a minimum of 12
households, which will be subject to individual interviewing and group discussions,
with a selection of 8 of them participating in the visual fieldwork.
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Third, in the analytical phase the project will unfold into eight work packages, each
based on the fieldwork done in the phase before. The results of this fieldwork will in
most cases provide inputs for country-specific analysis on common topics: socioeconomic practices, cultural practices, longitudinal aspects, spatial aspects, community, politics and participation, interactions with welfare state institutions, the role of the
social economy, and gender aspects. The analytic work packages will draw on these
results for cross-country comparison, in the form of typological, dimensional, comparative country-specific analyses of interviews, observation records and visual
documents. Analysis will (and for methodological reasons has to) be done in the
respective country language, but will then be translated if necessary (which will be
the case at least for non-English interview quotes and field notes, paraphrases and
case profiles), reported and submitted in English to the respective work package
leader who compiles and edits the WP reports.
Fourth, the dissemination phase as last phase will develop a synthesis of reports
and policy recommendations as well as a virtual exhibition and disseminate through
proper media. The first step of the project will be a project kick-off meeting in April in
Nuremberg where the IAB invites the partners from the University of Silesia (Poland), the Universidad Complutense de Madrid (Spain), the University of Hertfordshire (United Kingdom), the Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences
(Greece), the Middle East Technical University (Turkey), the University of Lapland
(Finland), the National University of Ireland Maynooth (Ireland) and the University
Institute of Lisbon (Portugal).
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